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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP1099794A1] The assembly (1) to thread the leader strip of a paper/cardboard web, across the space between the pick-up zone (3) and
transfer zone (5) of two machine sections, has two transfer belts (13,15) against each other at least at the transfer stretch. The leader strip is carried
between the belts, which clamp it in place. The transfer belts (13,15) are moved from a rest position into the transfer stretch, across the direction of
web travel, when a leader strip is to be threaded through. Each transfer belt (13,15) is continuous, forming a closed loop. They are brought together
at the start of the transfer stretch, and separated at the end of it. The transfer belts (13,15) pass around at least one guide disk (25,27,29), rotating
freely at the end side of a roller (7,9,11). The movement of the transfer belts (13,15), across the direction of web travel, is equal to the belt width of
20-600 mm and pref. 200 mm. The transfer belts (13,15) have a thickness of 0.2-4.0 mm. The position of the transfer belts (13,15) is shifted into the
center of the web movement path. The transfer belts (13,15) are of plastics, metal or leather, and at least their facing surfaces are smooth. At least
one transfer belt (13,15) is permeable to gas. Each transfer belt (13,15) is carried by a system (31,31') to move its position and has a unit (37,37')
to control its edge setting together with a speed control. An Independent claim is included for a web leader strip threading action, where the transfer
belt is moved from a parked position into the path of web travel. The web leader strip is advanced to lie on the transfer belt to be carried to the entry
of the next machine section, and the transfer belt is returned to its inactive setting. Preferred Features: During the transfer action, the web leader strip
is held firmly in a force fit by a clamping force between the two transfer belts which is sufficient to overcome a longitudinal drawing tension.
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